The POWERCycle™ is a pedal generator that efficiently converts human energy into usable electrical energy. The PWC2 works in conjunction with the Octopus charger to make a versatile business tool. The PWC 2 and Nuru Octopus Charger combination provides reliable, clean, sustainable power anytime, anywhere.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Produces enough energy to fast charge 5 Nuru Lights in +/- 20 minutes (when used with the Nuru Octopus Charger.)
- No internal storage battery
- High efficiency – the maximum amount of human energy is converted to useful electrical energy
- Uses standard / OEM bicycle cranks and pedals
- The POWERCycle™ is compact and easy to ship
- Mounts to a recumbent pedalling frame that is produced on site from local materials
- Rugged and durable
- Can be used as an income generating tool

**PERFORMANCE**

- Effective: +/- 20 minutes of pedaling = 140 hours of light
- Efficient: More than 80% human to electrical energy conversion
- Typical output: 45-50W at 60RPM

**PACKAGING**

- Shipping Carton Dimensions: 430 x 200mm(w) x 365mm(h)
- Gross Weight: 6.9 Kg

**CERTIFICATION**

- World Bank Lighting Global Certification
- CE certified | EMC certified

www.nuruenergy.com